OzRunways
Weight and Balance
V4

Overview
• A short introduction to the OzRunways
Weight and Balance functionality

NOTE: Due the evolving nature of the OzRunways App, some
screen shots may vary slightly in layout from your version.

Navigate to Aircraft

Tap ‘Config’ to get to the
W&B configuration
select menu

W&B Configuration Selection
You can have multiple W&B configurations per
aircraft.

When you start with an aircraft with no W&B
configurations, tap ‘Add new Config’ and one
will be created. A generic C172 profile will be
created. You job is to change/enter new values
to suit your aircraft. Your aircraft’s POH is the
normal source for such data.
OzRunways can’t/doesn’t supply this
information. It is the responsibility of the pilot to
retrieve this info.

New W&B Config
Having tapped “Add new Config”, a config
called “New Config” appears. Tap the blue
arrow to access this config.
Initially, the W&B profile will be populated with
generic C172 W&B data. You will have to edit
the data, probably completely, to suit your
aircraft.
If you have an existing config selected and you
tap ‘New Config’ the new config will be a copy
of the old one. This way, if you have spent a lot
of time entering your aircraft’s data you don’t
have to do it again.

W&B Config Editor
At the top of the editor is the longitudinal W&B
envelope. (We will see how to access the lateral
W&B envelope later).
The Base Data such as the configuration name,
BEW and Moment Arm of the aircraft may be edited
in the first section.
The individual W&B stations may be edited in the
second section. Anything in blue may be edited. The
word ‘Fuel’ or ‘fuel’ in a station indicates a fuel tank.
You should enter the capacity of each tank for that
tank. As fuel is consumed, it is depleted from each
tank uniformly in the ratio of that tank’s capacity to
the aircraft’s total capacity.
Station locations come from your aircraft’s POH.
Remember to keep all units the same. They may be set
at the bottom of the main aircraft data entry table.

Adding a station

Scroll to view
stations and tap
‘Edit’ button

Tap the + button to
add, - to delete.
Then tap Done
button.

Then tap on fields
to edit or you can
leave ‘Edit’ mode
on and add and
edit entries as you
go.

W&B Envelope
Similarly, by using the ‘Edit’ button
to add envelope points and then
tapping on the headings or values
you may edit them. For the
envelope you do not have to
repeat the first point at the end
(the App auto completes this).

Longitudinal Envelope

Lateral W&B (Robinson)

Lateral W&B is accessed
by added a lateral non
zero entry to the Stations
list.

When there is a nonzero entry in the
Stations list the
lateral envelope is
displayed in the
diagram at the top
and the table
appears. Default
values are present
which should be
edited for you aircraft
from the pilot’s
handbook.

Lateral W&B (Other Helos)

For the lateral envelope you can either enter a longitudinal arm for each lateral point (as
Robinson does) or you can enter a weight for each (as just about every other helo mfr does).
Enter zeroes for the unwanted axis. If you enter weights, the lateral envelope appears to the
right of the longitudinal envelope. For Robinson type the lateral appears beneath.

W&B in Planning
• Once you have entered a complete W&B
profile (Stations and Envelope) you will be
able to access the W&B on a per leg basis
in the planner
• The weights you enter in the W&B editor
become the defaults in the Planner W&B
views.

W&B in Planning
The W&B button is present in the
planner. Tap this to access the
W&B profile for each segment
(takeoff to landing point)

W&B Sheet in Planner
Pressing the W&B button brings up a segment by segment weight and balance summary

Adjust station weights for each sector/leg. The default values may be changed in the Aircraft
W&B editor
The fuel is automatically calculated from the fuel available at the start and end of the sector.
Green circle is ramp weight, blue open circle is takeoff (ramp fuel weight - taxi fuel weight).
Magenta circle is landing weight. Blue square is empty fuel weight. Circles turn red if outside
W&B envelope

Fuel Tables
• From v4.0 you can enter a fuel table
• Primarily, this is used with aircraft with a
complex fuel system where the CofG
changes with fuel load
• But, you can use with a conventional
aircraft ….

Fuel Tables – To Start
• Turn on in Preferences

Tap Here, but remember once
you are in fuel table mode, the
App will expect to see all fuel
as fuel tables. To get back to
normal just deselect “Use Fuel
Tables”

Fuel Tables
• Next select your aircraft

If no fuel table is set
you will see this
warning – not to worry,
see the next few
pages.

Fuel Tables
• Then select the W&B profile you want to
change

You will see this popup – tap yes to create
an initial fuel table. Don’t worry, creating
the fuel table doesn’t change any other
thing in the aircraft and even if you decide
to go back to no fuel tables the presence of
the table will be remembered but not
used.

Fuel Tables
• Scroll to the bottom of the screen
You will see a default fuel table at the
bottom of the page under the Lateral
Envelope which will also have been inserted
(you can ignore this if you don’t use the
lateral W&B).
The default entry uses the sum of all fuel
tanks and the average of the moment arms
for each fuel tank.
Now you can tap Edit and add/edit more fuel
table entries as needed. After you have
added the number of entries you require you
can tap Edit again to finish adding entries.
You can still edit the contents.

Fuel Tables
• A simple fuel table

The simplest fuel table has two
entries, the full fuel amount and
longitudinal arm and the empty
fuel arm (and amount –
presumably close to zero if not
zero – for this App should be set
to zero, don’t get tricky!).
Lateral arms may also be
included. In this table we have
included four entries with a fixed
longitudinal entry.
Complex fuel tables can involve a
number of entries (often 10’s if not
100’s). Be patient and enter these
– archive them when you are
finished.

Fuel Tables
• Example of a complex fuel table used in
plan

In this example there
is a critical forward
point in the
envelope.

